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Client Experience Manager 

Full or part time 
£25,000 - £38,000 pa 

 
About the Role 
 
This is a broad-based role that will encompass a wide range of both client facing and behind the scenes activities, 
with the objective of ensuring our clients have the best possible experience when interacting with Spend Time. 
It would suit an individual with experience of working in a Financial Planning practice looking to further develop 
their skills and experience. 
 
About Spend Time 
 
Spend Time was designed from the very beginning to be a socially and environmentally aware Financial Planning 
practice, with a vision to create a world where everyone can get the help they need to understand their finances, 
plan for the future and make good financial decisions. 
 
We strive to consider even the tiniest detail in our quest to be the best a Financial Planning firm can be. Despite 
being now just two years old, our approach has seen us grow to having a waiting list for new clients who wish to 
work with us; a testament to the valuable service we aim to provide. We seek a like-minded team member to 
help us on our journey to making true Financial Planning available to everyone. If you’d like to be part of our 
team doing things differently, we’d love to hear from you. 
 
Key Accountabilities 
 

- To ensure all Spend Time clients receive the best possible experience when dealing with Spend Time. 
- To assist in the creation and maintenance of clients’ Financial Plans and following up actions as 

necessary. 
- To assist in the preparation and maintenance of high-quality client files in accordance with our 

processes. 
- Develop our client service to ensure Spend Time remains at the forefront of Financial Planning practice. 
- The exact nature of the role will depend upon the skills and experience of the successful candidate. 

 
  

 

 



Client Service Manager – 21/10/2021 

Skills, Experience and Key Attributes 
 
The successful candidate must have the following skills and experience. 
 

- Strong Interpersonal, communication and analytical skills with fine attention to detail. 
- Qualified to Level 4 Diploma in Regulated Financial Planning or equivalent. 
- Minimum 2 years’ experience working within a Financial Planning practice. 
- Experienced in using MS Office applications and Intelligent Office, with strong IT skills 
- Experienced in using Cashflow Modelling tools 

 
The following skills and experience would be particularly desirable but are not essential. 
 

- An understanding of Lifestyle Financial Planning. 
- Experience in Truth, Dynamic Planner, Timeline, Morningstar Adviser Office, Apple MacOS 
- Familiarity with a range of Financial Services firms including Nucleus, Royal London and Quilter 

 
Development Opportunities 
 
The candidate will be fully supported in their role with a generous package to assist with their professional 
development. This position can lead to a hybrid or full role as a Lifestyle Financial Planner if desired. 
 
Benefits 
 

- Flexible working hours. 
- Support with career development and further qualifications. 
- Sociable and professional office environment with the potential for part-remote working. 
- Company pension scheme. 
- Cycle to work scheme and free car parking. 
- Competitive salary and bonus scheme. 
- Additional service-related holiday award. 
- Payroll giving scheme. 

 
Applications 
 
If you feel you would be suitable for this role, please email jessica@spendtime.co.uk to arrange a telephone 
interview. 
 
 


